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When the job is on the line we’re right there beside you, making sure you have the tools you need to get the job done.

Pullmaster has always stood for quality and strength, and our commitment to you drives us to continuously evolve our products   
to meet the challenges that you face. With the release of our new M12 winch with free fall and the free fall retrofit kit, your job just got 
easierUsing the same uniquely cooled brake design as our other models, our new M12 winches with free fall are built for the most 
demanding jobs.  

Applications exist in the construction, energy, mining & marine markets for use on pile drivers, drills, pipe layers, dredges and more, giving 
you the confidence to drop the load again and again.

•  A Freefall Retrofit Kit(P/N:24880), is available for customers who  
    already use an M12
•  Freefall options include:
        - Emergency free fall - enabling complete, high velocity release    
          of the load

•  Controlled free fall - uses 1/3 of the winch’s capacity to control  
    the rate of descent of the load bringing it to a smooth stop at      
    any point
•  Combination emergency & controlled free fall - allows a 
    combination of both capabilities

Ratings are based on 47 gpm and 2100 PSI (178 lpm 145 bar) | Drum capacities are in accordance with SAE J706.

LAYER DRUM CAPACITY
(ft) 5/8”” Dia Rope 

LINE PULL
(lbs) 

LINE SPEED
(fpm) 

DRUM CAPACITY
(m) 16mm Dia Rope 

LINE PULL
(kN) 

LINE SPEED
(mpm) 

1 35 12,000 104 11 53.4 32

2 74 10,422 119 23 46.4 36

3 119 9211 135 36 41 41

4 170 8252 151 52 36.7 46

5 225 7473 167 69 33.2 51


